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Reporting vs. BI: What’s the Difference?

Business Intelligence and Reporting are terms that are often lumped together and used 
interchangeably. However, they are each unique practices and this thinking that they are one in the 
same often leads to a company missing out on the benefits of one or the other. Both reporting and 
business intelligence are equally important to the health and growth of a company in their own 
respects. The first part of this paper will dive into the why and how these two topics are distinct from 
each other and the latter half will explore a number of reporting tools utilized by Dynamics NAV users 
at different levels.

By Definition

Reporting refers to an account or statement that describes in detail an event or situation. The purpose 
of reporting is to give a detailed status update of a situation.

Business Intelligence (BI) refers to technologies, applications and practices for the collection, 
integration, analysis, and presentation of business information. The purpose of Business Intelligence is 
to support better decision-making in business.

Two Different Business Needs

Reporting - What has happened so far and what is the current status?

Reports are often built with the intention of being re-uses. Reports often focus on a specific data set or 
specific records. The main goal of a report is to show stakeholders how a certain project has progressed 
over time. 

Examples of reports include monthly financial statements or accounts receivable agings.

Business Intelligence (BI) - How can what has happened so far be used to improve future business 
performance?

Business Intelligence is built using multiple sources of data, giving the user the ability to cross-
analyze and explore relationships that may not have been previously considered. The main goal of BI 
technology is to be flexible and open to discovering new insights.
 
An easy-to-understand example of a real-life business intelligence situation would be discount cards. 
Stores use discount cards to track customer purchases and targeted marketing campaigns. Business 
intelligence then analyzes and explores this data to inform future decisions.



 

Top Reporting Solutions for 
Dynamics NAV Users
In addition to the handful of free applications that come included with any purchase of a Microsoft 
Dynamics solution, there are also several other external products on the market that can add some 
serious value to your reporting practice. Report Writer, SQL Reporting Service, FRx/Management 
Reporter (MR) are all free applications that offer basic functionality suitable for most companies. A 
number of NAV users have typically moved on to the Microsoft BI Stack – or specifically, Power BI when 
opting out of NAV’s native reporting functions. Independent vendors have also developed third party 
solutions. Every solution has its pros and cons so be sure to consider all of your needs, which could 
include integrations, access, user-friendliness, and flexibility, and anything else specific to your business 
needs.

In these next two pages we’ll cover a variety of the reporting options available in Dynamics NAV and 
what needs they do and don’t cover.

Convergence of Reporting and Bi Tools

As technology rapidly advances, so does the way we perceive and use it. Reporting has long been a 
pillar for businesses while the need for business intelligence is a fairly new concept that has grown 
rapidly in the past few years alone. This developing and constantly changing need has led to the 
development of numerous tools to help give companies the insights they need. Technology continues 
to adapt to business users needs, and the most common need is self-service. Reporting has been a 
self-service model for decades while BI is ferociously works to catch up to the self-service model. As BI 
tools continue to adapt, they will (and have already) begin to blend with reporting tools. Every day new 
scenarios emerge where a report might give an update from which employees look to build upon to 
gather predictive insights through business intelligence.

Rudimentary Difference – Keep it Simple

Reporting – Status update 

Business Intelligence – Insights taken to make future decisions
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 Management Reporter

BI360 - One Stop Reporting
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Management Reporter (formerly FRx) is a native reporting app that comes with Dynamics. Financial & 
business professionals use this interactive reporting application to create, maintain, deploy, and view 
financial statements, moving beyond traditional constraints to efficiently design a variety of reports 
Management Reporter uses a hierarchical tree system to organize reports. The output on the final 
report can be seen in the window next to the hierarchy and refreshes as you move parts of the report 
around in the hierarchy. Management Reporter links directly to the data within Dynamics NAV.

When viewing a report, Management Reporter allows you to drill down to specific transaction details 
within Dynamics. Management Reporter also has premium sharing capabilities. Reports can be viewed 
and shared easily through Office 365, email, networks, via a web browser, etc.

Ideal For: Creating financial reports for management and directors

- Detailed reports can be created quickly and updated
     easily
- Includes dimension support 
- Superior sharing options 
- Attractive presentation format
- Ability to consolidate reports across companies

- Not built for next level BI analytics
- Takes considerable time to learn how to build reports
- Formatting dimensions are not intuitive

PROS CONS

- Integrates seamlessly with Excel & high level of security
- Advanced customizable reporting/analytical control
- Reports from all the main modules of NAV
- Incorporate other data sources via custom metadata
- Integrates with various ERP applications, including
     Microsoft Dynamics NAV

- Not all Dynamics NAV partners support third party
     reporting applications 
- Time intensive to set up and get started

PROS CONS

Prophix & Adaptive Insights are alternatives to BI360, but are proprietary pure cloud reporting 
platforms. Video overview of Prophix: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHUjILQ9tY0

Learn more about BI360: http://www.solverglobal.com/products/reporting-and-consolidations
Contact T3 Information System, an award-winning BI360 partner, for more information.

BI360 goes one step beyond Management Reporter but still has a live integration to NAV, which is rarer 
than one would think for third-party solutions knowing that the flexibility and power of third-party 
solutions go beyond those of the previously discussed products.



 
Jet Reports
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About T3 Information Systems
T3 Information Systems provides solutions to help our clients address their most critical 
and specific business needs. T3 combines best in class software applications with industry 
best practices and proven processes to meet your unique business needs; Specializing in 
Microsoft Dynamics GP, SL, and 365 solutions. T3 Information Systems is there throughout 
the entire lifecycle of your new solution; from initial software evaluation to installation, 
data migration, implementation, software development, system integration, training, and 
support. Learn more about our services.

Jet Reports is well established in the Dynamics Community. There are three different solution options 
for Dynamics NAV users through Jet Reports. Jet Enterprise, Jet Professional and the newest free 
version called Jet Express. Jet Express is a great way to get started with no risk and eventually upgrade 
to either of the other solutions for increased flexibility and unique customizations once you are ready. 

1. Jet Express: Free for Dynamics NAV, a simple way to create basic reports and business queries 
2. Jet Professional:  Flexible financial and business reporting solution inside Excel that allows Dynamics 
users to get the operational data they need in a format that works for them 
3. Jet Enterprise: Corporate analytics and reporting platform that delivers fast and flexible dashboards 
and financial reports in Excel and online

- Customized historical approach using designated look
     back approaches
- Jet Scheduler Function: send any report, any format
     to any party anytime
- Jet Snippets: save customized Excel snippets and re
     use them anytime to save yourself time
- Jet Report Builder: build customized reports

- Jet Express is great way to get a feel for the product,
     but more than likely will eventually need to be
     upgraded to Jet Professional or Jet Enterprise to
     achieve workable BI standards

PROS CONS


